Among other elements that might show this phenomenon of multiple neutron ejection are copper and fluorine. In both cases there is evidence that the process occurs but the identification cannot be made as certain as in the case of scandium. The periods in fluorine corresponding to the ejection of two and three neutrons (i.e., F" and F1') are 108 min. and 1.2 min. , respectively, The similar isotopes in copper are Cu ' and Cu'~w ith half-life periods of 10 min. and 3.5 hr, The 3.5 hour period of Cu" is very weak cornpared to the strong 12.5 hour period of Cu".
4)(10 ' cm, respectively, gives a"=2&(10 " and 0."=2 )&10 indePendent of the pressure. Thus in the ionosphere unless rp)4X10 ' cm the Thomson theory still applies.
Where electrical data from the ionosphere indicate values of a of the order of 10 ' one might assume that the recombination was no longer ionic but electronic. 4 Soc. 12, abstract 55, p. 16 (1937) .
5 N, E. Bradbury, Phys. Rev. 44, 885 (1933 (2) A is now a tensor of more than four components. Z is a matrix operating on the tensor indices analogously to the way Dirac's matrices act on the spin indices of P. We assume for simplicity A to have five components. Furthermore let Z be of such a form that the four first components which represent a four vector satisfy the ordinary Poisson equation (Z=O), while the fifth component (a scalar) satisfies Eq. (2) 
A (1, -1, 0, 0)~P" (1, 0, 0, 1)+( -P"'(0, 1, 0, 1)). (4) A proton P decomposes into a neutron P' and a positively charged Bose electron A, which in turn decomposes into an ordinary (positive) electron p" and an antineutrino -p'".
As, even in the P-spectra of highest known energy (24 mc'), those Bose This particle is unstable and can only be of secondary origin, its mass being greater than the sum of the masses of electron plus neutrino. There exist very probably also other particles for example: A(0, 0, 1, -1).
It is interesting to note that we have a nonlinear field theory, the field having tensorial and spinorial components.
The one set is generalized Maxwell equations (2), which are quadratic in the A's if the electromagnetic interaction is included in (2) and quadratic in the P's. The other set has the form of generalized Dirac equations, proposed by the author, and contains linear terms in P and bilinear ones in the p's and A' s.
